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Abstract 
The author introduces a new separation axiom and 

studies so me of their basic properties. 
The implication of these new separation axiom 

among themselves and with the well known axioms 
semi-T2 semi-T 1 and semi-T 0 are obtained. 

l. Introduction1 

Semi-open sets where introduced and investigated by N. Levine [6] in 1963. 
In 1975, S.N. Maheshwari and R. Prasad [7] used semi-open sets to define 
and investigate three new separation axioms, called semi-T2o semi-T1 and 
semi-T0 . Moreover, they have shown that the following implications hold. 
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Tz ~ semi- Tz 
J, J, 

T, ~ semi- T1 

J, J, 
To ~ semi- T0 

Later, in 1982 P.Bhattacharyya and B.K. Lahiri [1] used semi-open sets 
to define the axiom semi-T112 and further investigated the separation axioms 
semi-T2, semi-T1 and semi-T0 • For other properties of semi-T112, see [4]. The 
purpose of this paper is to introduce a new separation axiom semi-D1 which 
is strictly between semi-T0 and semi-T" and discuss its relations with the 
axioms mentioned above. 

Listed below are definitions that will be utilized. We identify the 
separation axioms with the class of topological spaces satisfying these 
axioms. 

Definition 1.1 lf (X,'t) is a to¡?ological space and A e X, then A is 
called semi-open [6] if, there exists 0E't such that O e A e Cl (0). 
The family of all semi-open set will denoted by SO( X, 't). 

Definition 1.2 Let (X,'t) be a topological space and let A,B e X. Then A 
is semi-closed [2] if, its complement Ac (or X - A) is semi-open and the 
semi-closure of B, denoted by sCl(B), is the intersection of al! semi-closed 
sets containing B. 

Definition 1.3 A mapping f" (X,'t) ~ (Y,cr) is said to be irresolute [5] if, 
for every semi-open setA its inverse image j" 1 (A) is also semi-open. 

Definition 1.4 A topological space (X,'t) is semi-T0 (resp. semi-T1 ) [7] 

if, for x,yEX such that x -::t y there exists a semi-open set containing x but 
not y or (resp., and) a semi-open set containing y but not x. 

Definition 1.5 A topological space (X,'t) is semi-T2 [7] if, for x,yEX 
such that x -::t y there exist semi-open sets 0 1 and 0 2 such that xE 0 1 , 

yE02 and 0 1 n 0 2 = 0. 
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Definition 1.6 lf (X, 't) is a topological space and A eX, then A is sg
closed [1] if, sCl(A) e O holds whenever AcO and OESO(X.'t). 

Definition 1.7 A topological space (X,'t) is semi-T112 [1] if, every sg
closed set in (X,'t) is semi-closed in (X,'t). 

2. The separation axiom semi-D1 

Definition 2.1 LRt X be a topological space. A subset ScX is called a 
semi-Dijference set (in short sD-set) if there are two semi-open sets 0 1 , 0 2 

in X such that 0 1 1= X and S= 0 1 \ 0 2 . 

A semi-open set O 1= X is sD-set since O = O\ 0. 
If we replace semi-open sets in t,he usual definitions of semi-T0 , semi-T1, 

semi-T2 with sD-sets, we obtain separation axioms semi-D0, semi-D1 , semi
D2 respectively as follows. 

Definition 2.2 A topological space (X,'t) is semi-Do (resp. semi-D1) if, 
for x,y E X such that xt=y there exists a sD-set of X containing x but not y 
or (resp., and) a sD-set containing y but not x. 

Definition 2.3 A topological space (X,'t) is semi-D2 if, for x,yEX such 
that xt=y there exist disjoint sD-sets S1 and S2 such that xES1 and yES2 • 

Remark l. (i) lf(X,'t) is T¡, then (X,'t) is semi-T¡, i=O, 1,2, and the converse 
isfalse [2]. 
(ii) /f(X,'t) is semi-T¡, then it is semi-T¡_h i=1,2, and the converse isfalse [2]. 
( iii) Obviously, if (X, 't) is semi-T¡ , then (X,'t) is semi-D¡, i=O, 1 ,2. 
(iv) lf(X,'t) is semi-D¡, then it is semi-D¡_¡, i=1,2. 

Theorem 2.4 LRt (X,'t) be a topological space. Then, 
(i) (X,'t) is semi-Do iff, (X,'t) is semi-T0 • 

(ii) (X,'t) is semi-D1 iff, (X,'t) is semi-D2 • 

Proof. (i) The sufficiency is Remar k 2.1 (iii). To prove necessity. Let (X,'t) 
semi-Do . Then for each distinct pair x,yEX, at least one of x,y, say x, 
belongs to a :>D-set S but y ~ S. Let S = 0 1 \ 0 2 where 0 1 1= X and 
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0"02ESO(X,'t). Then xE01 , and for yfi.S we have two cases: (a) yfl01 ; 
(b) yE 01 and YE 0 2 . 

In case (a), 0 1 contains x but does not contain y ; 
In case (b), 0 2 contains y but does not contain x. 
Hence X is semi-T0 . 

(ii) Sufficiency. Remar k 1 (iv). 
Necessity. Suppose X semi-D1 . Then for each distinct pair x,yEX, we 

have sD-sets 51, 52 such that xES1, yfi.S1 ; yES2, xfi.S2 . Let 51 = 0 1 \ 0 2 , 
52 = 0 3\04 . From xfi.S2 we have either xfl03 or xE03 and xE04 . We 
discuss the two cases separately. 

(1) xfl03 . From yfi.S1 we have two subcases: 
(a) xfl 0 1 • From XE 0 1 \02 we have xE 0 1 \ (02 u03) from yE 0 3\04 

we ha ve )'E 0 3 \ ( 0 1 u04 ). It is easy to see that 
(O¡\ (02 u03 )) n (03 \(O, u04) = 0 

(b) yE01 andyE02 . We havexE01 \Oz, yE02 . (01 \02 ) n02 = 0. 
(2) xE 0 3 and xE 0 4 . We ha ve yE 0 3 \ 0 4, xE 0 4. ( 0 3 \ 0 4) n04 = 0. 

From the discussion above we know that the space X is semi-D2 . o 

Theorem 2.5 lf(X,'t) is semi-D1, then it is semi-T0 • 

Proof. Remark l(iv) and Theorem 2.4(i). O 

We give an example which shows that the converse of Theorem 2.5 is 
false. 

Example 2.6 Let X= {a,b} with topology 't = {0, {a}, X}. Then (X,'t) is 
semi-T0 sine e is T0 but not semi-D1 since there is not a sD-set containing b 
but nota. 

The following example shows that semi-D1 space need not be semi-T1 . 

Example 2.7 Let X= {a,b,c,d} with topology 
't = {0,{a},{a,d},{a,b,d}, {a,c,d}, X}. 

Then we have 
SO(X,'t) = {0,{a},{a,d}, {a,b},{a,c},{a,b,d},{a,c,d}, {a,b,c}, X}. 

Since {b} = {a,b,d}\{a,d},{c} = {a,c,d}\{a,d},{d} = {a,d}\{a}, hence (X,'t) 
is semi-D1 space but not semi-T1 since each semi-open set containing b 
contains a. 
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Definition 2.8 Let X0 be a point in a topological space X. lf X0 has not 
semi-neighborhood other than X, then cal! X 0 a sc.c (common to all semi
closed sets point). 

The name comes from the fact that x0 belongs to each semi-closed set in X. 

Theorem 2.9 A semi-T0 space X is semi-D1, iffthere is not sc.c point in X. 

Proof. Necessity. If X is semi-D1 then each point xEX, belongs toa sD-sets 
S= 0 1 \ 0 2 , hence xE 0 1 . Since 0 1 -:t= X, x is not se. e point. 
Sufficiency. If X is semi-T0 , then for each distinct pair of points x,yEX, at 
least one of x,y, say x has a semi-neighborhood U such that xE U and y~ U, 
hence U -:t= X is a sD-set. If X has not se. e point, then y is nota se. e point, 
hence there exists a semi-neighborhood V of y such that V-:t=X. Now yE V \U, 
x~ V \U and V \U is a sD-set. Therefore X is semi-D1 . D 

Corollary 2.10 A semi-T0 space X is not semi-D 1 iff, there is a unique sc.c 
point in X. 

Proof. Only the uniqueness of the se. e point is to be proved. If X 0 , Yo are 
two sc.c points in X then sin ce X is semi-T0, at least one of X0 , )'0 , say X0 , has a 
semi-neighborhood U such that X0 E U, Yo~ U, hence U-:t=X, X 0 is not a se. e 

point, contradiction. D 

Remark 2. From ([7], Examples 3.1; 4.1; and 5.1), Example 2.6 and 
Example 2. 7, we ha ve the following diagram: 

To ~ semi· T0 

~ 'f.,. 
$ t $ t 

"" T¡ ~ semi- T1 ~ semi -D1 

~ ~ 
$ t $ t /' 

Tz ~ senu- Tz ,/ 

++ 

The following example shows that semi-D1 space does not imply D 1 spacc 
in the sense of J.Tong [8]. 
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Example 2.11 lf X= {a,b,c,d} and let 't = {0,{a},{b},{a,b}, X} be the 
topology on X. Then X is a semi-D1 space which is not D 1 • 

De:finition 2.12 A topological space (X,'t) will be termed semz
symmetric [4] if, for x and y in X, then XE sCl( {y}) implies that yE sCl( {x} ). 

Theorem 2.13 [4]. Let (X,'t) be a topological space. Then, 
(i) (X,'t) is semi-symmetric iff, {x} is sg-closedfor each x in X, 
(ii) lf(X,'t) is a semi-T1 space, then (X,'t) is semi-symmetric, 
(iii) (X,'t) is semi-symmetric and semi-Ta ijf, (X,'t) is semi-T1 • 

Theorem 2.14 Let (X,'t) be a semi-symmetric space. Then the 1ollowing 
are equivalent. 
(i) (X,'t) is semi-Ta, 
(ii) (X,'t) is semi-T112 , 

(iii) (X,'t) is semi-T1 • 

. Proof. ([4], Theorem 3.2). o 

From Remark 1 (iii), Theorem 2.5, Theorem 2.13 (iii) and Theorem 
2.14, we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.15 Let (X,'t) be a semi-symmetric space then the following 
are equivalent, 
(i) (X,'t) is semi-Ta 
(ii) (X,'t) is semi-D1, 

(iii) (X,'t) is semi-T112 , 

(iv) (X,'t) is semi-T1 • 

Theorem 2.16 lf f: X ~ Y is a irresolute and surjective mapping, S is 
a sD-set in Y, then ¡-1 (S) is a sD-set in X. 

Proof. Let S be a sD-set in Y. Then there are semi-open sets 0 1 and 0 2 

in Y such that S= 0 1 \ 0 2 and 0 1 :;t: Y. By the irresolute off, F 1 (O¡) and 
F 1 (02) are semi-open in X. Since 0 1 :;t: Y, we have ¡-1 (01 ) :;t: X. Hence 
F 1 (S)= F 1 (0¡ )'f-1 (Oz) is a sD-set. O 
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Theorem 2.17 lf (Y.o") is semi-D1 and f: (X,'t) ~ (Y,<J) is irresolute 
and bijective, then (X,'t) is semi-D1 • 

Proof. Suppose that Y is a semi-D1 space. Let x and y be any pair of 
distinct point in X. Sin ce f is injective and Y is semi-D1 , there exist sD-sets 
Sx and S y of Y containing f (x) and f (y) respective) y, such that f (y)e; Sx and 
f(x)e;Sy. By Theorem 2.16,¡-1 (Sx) and F 1 (Sy) are sD-sets in X containing 
x and y respective) y. This implies that X is a semi-D1 space. D 

We finish our article giving a other characterization of semi-D1 spaces. 

Theorem 2.18 A space X is semi-D1 iff, for each pair of distinct points x 
and y in X, there exists a irresolute, and surjective mapping fofa space X 
into a semi-D1 space Y such that f(x) 1= f(y). 

Proof. Necessity. For every pair of distinct point of X, it suffices, to take 
the identity mapping on X. 
Sufficiency. Let x and y be any pair of distinct points in X. By hipothesis, 
there exists a irresolute, surjective mapping f of a space X into a semi-D1 

space Y such that f (x) 1= f (y). Therefore, there exist disjoint sD-sets Sx and 
S y in Y such that f (x)E Sx and f (y)E S y . Sin ce f is irresolute and surjective, 
by Theorem 2.16,¡-1 (Sx) and ¡-1 (Sy) are disjoint sD-sets in X containing X 

and y. respectively. Hence and Theorem 2.4 (ii), X is semi-D1 space. D 

Remark 3. Theorem 2.17, can be obtained as a consequence from 
Theorem 2.18 

Corollary 2.19 Let {XafcxE/} be any family ofTopological spaces. /f Xa 

is semi-D1 , for each CXE /, then, the product space TIXa is semi-D1 • 

Prof. Let (xa) and (ya) be any pair of distinct points in TIXa . Then there 
exists an index ¡3E/ such that x~ 1= y~. The natural projection P~: TIXa ~x~ 

is continuous and open (therefore irresolute [5]) and P~ ((xa)) 1= P~ ((Ya)). 

Since X~ is semi-D1 , by Theorem 2.18, TIXa is semi-D1 • D 
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